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Quantum magnetism of Mott insulators



Traditional fate – magnetic ordering at low T

• Neel ordered state



Can quantum fluctuations destroy Neel 

magnetic ordering at T = 0?



Possible non-Neel phases 

QUANTUM PARAMAGNETS

• Simplest: Valence bond solids 
(spin-Peierls)

• Ordered pattern of valence bonds
breaks lattice translation symmetry.

• Elementary spinful excitations have 
S = 1 above spin gap.



Other ordered non-Neel phases - quantum 

spin nematics



Where might stabilize a spin nematic?



Spin liquids and other exotica in quantum 

magnets

• Traditional quantum magnetism: Ordered ground states

(Neel, spin Peierls, …………)

Notion of broken symmetry

Modern theory (last 2 decades): Possibility of `spin liquid’ states

(well-known in d = 1, but also possible in any d).

Eg: Mott insulators with 1 electron/unit cell with no broken symmetry

Excitations with fractional spin (spinons), 

Emergent gauge structure, notion of `topological order’

Maturing theoretical understanding -

extensive developments in last few years



Hints from theory

• Geometrically frustrated quantum magnets

• ``Intermediate’’ correlation regime

Eg: Mott insulators that are not too deeply into the 
insulating regime

• More subtle: Intermediate scale physics of doped Mott 
insulators (in cuprates?)

This talk – focus on specific candidate materials.

But where are the spin liquids?

Almost no clear experimental sightings in d > 1 so far. 



Three triangular lattice Mott insulators



Very promising candidate for exotica -

Cs2CuCl4

• Transparent layered Mott 

insulator 

• Spin ½ per Cu site on 

anisotropic triangular 

lattice



J ≈ 0.375meV

J’ ≈J/3

J’’ ≈ 0.045 J
(weak interlayer 

exchange)

Known microscopic spin Hamiltonian



J ≈ 0.375meV

J’ ≈J/3

J’’ ≈ 0.045 J
(weak interlayer 

exchange)

Known microscopic spin Hamiltonian

Weak Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction along zigzag bonds



Ordering at low T

Magnetic long range spiral order

below T=0.62K with incommensurate wave vector

But many unusual phenomena en route!



Spin fluctuation spectrum

Low energy gapless magnon (as expected) – two dimensional dispersion 

Large high energy continuum

(not contained in spin wave theory)



Inelastic line shape – failure of spin wave 

theory

Spin wave 

peak

Broad inelastic 

background

from 0.2 meV

to 1 meV

Possibly power law, fit to estimate exponent.



Temperature dependence

Magnon shoots out of broad

background on cooling 

below TN.

General qualitative similarity 

to antinodal ARPES in 

underdoped cuprates.



General viewpoint on the experiments

Unstable fixed point controls 

broad continuum scattering. 

??Nature and description??

General framework:

1. Two dimensional but anisotropic

2. Spin SU(2) invariant 

(DM small effect in this energy range)

3. Scale invariant?



Candidates (in order of increasing sophistication)

1. Decoupled 1d chains                                    (Essler, Tsvelik,……)

2. Proximate quantum critical point 

to gapped spin liquid                                          (Isakov, TS, Kim)

3. `Algebraic spin liquid’

(Gapless fermionic  spinons coupled 

to fluctuating gauge field)                                      (Zhou, Wen)

4. Algebraic vortex liquids                             (Alicea, Motrunich, Fisher)   

5. Proximate quantum critical point to 

dimer ordered (spin Peierls) state         (No theory yet!)
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Large-N Phase Diagram -

Anisotropic Triangular Lattice

controls quantum 

fluctuations

magnetic ordering 

wave vector

Spin liquid



Crossovers near phase boundary to spin 

liquid

T

g



Structure of spiral ordering



Topological defects in ordered state



Liberating spinons



Structure of the spin liquid



Spiral – spin liquid phase transition



Scaling of spin fluctuations



Useful future experiments



More dramatic consequence

-enhanced O(4) symmetry



Detecting vector spin chirality fluctuations

-polarized inelastic neutron scattering
(Maleyev’95, Isakov,TS,Kim,’05)



Expected result in quantum critical regime



Summary on Cs2CuCl4

• Concrete version of general idea that Cs2CuCl4  

is proximate to a spin liquid

Many testable consequences.

Wish-list for experiments:

1. Careful frequency scans at fixed wavevector

2. NMR relaxation

3. Polarized inelastic neutron

Future theory: Direct second order spiral – dimer transition?





Promising candidate spin liquid state



PRECISE DESCRIPTION



Expected properties



Discrepancy at very low temperature



Instability of the spinon Fermi surface state?



Amperean pairing? 



Properties of Amperean paired spin liquid



Crucial future experiment



NiGa2S4: spin-1 triangular magnet



Powder neutron scattering



Quantum spin liquid or nematic?



Specific proposals



How to distinguish?



Summary

• Many interesting new quantum magnets with unusual 

low temperature physics 

• Future – most promising setting to establish the 

experimental validity of some modern ideas in strong

correlation physics (fractionalized quantum liquids, 

emergent gauge theories, topological order, etc).  


